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Thanks Erin @Royal Baloo & Cassie @3 Dinosaurs

Thanks for downloading Swing In To Summer Learning Week Two: Superhero. Be sure 
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Synonyms

  Week 2 Day 5: Cursive VocabWeek 2 Day 5: Cursive Vocab  intenseintense

Antonyms

Definition:

Learning/to/fly
is/both/difficult/
and///////////.

Part of 
Speech:
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Week 2 Day 5: RoundingWeek 2 Day 5: Rounding
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Round to 
the nearest 

10000

Round to 
the nearest 

1000

Round to 
the nearest 

100

Round to 
the nearest 

10

(round this 
number) 15738 52695 37251 74628 24752 84527
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Week 2 Day 5: Correct SentencesWeek 2 Day 5: Correct Sentences
Add the correct punctuation.

The superhero floo up to the top of the
moantain.  He cot the airplane before
It crashed!

When the boi eight the cheese, he felt 
Sick.  His mother tuk care ov him.  His
hed felt hot and he was egghausted.
 

Fourth 
Grade

The superheros enjoy eating 

apples pears and mango     When 

they arent busy saving peoples 

lives  they like to swim golf  and 

read    On July  31  2016 they are 

going vacation to California

Oregon  and Washington    If they 

go in the ocean they will yell 

It's cold   

Fix all the spelling errors.



Week 2 Day 5: Make A ComicWeek 2 Day 5: Make A Comic
Illustrate your comic!
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